ABSTRACT
Introduction
E-Commerce recommendations help the customer to find the products they want to buy. Many E-Commerce websites like Amazon, Flip kart, Snapdeal, Vonnik, Myntra uses recommender algorithms to recommend best items to the customer. Recommender system uses server logs, Navigation maps between web pages, hyperlinks, ratings, sharing information on social networks, reviews and ratings given by users as inputs. Out of these, reviews and ratings are explicitly given by users. The trusts of a recommender system have been an important issue over time. Many researchers have published articles about the accuracy of a recommender system. But, the recommender system"s performance is also measured in terms of scalability, novelty, and diversity [2] .
The accuracy of a recommender system is measured using root mean square error. It defines the difference between predicted preference and true preference of an item. Whereas, Diversity is defined as average dissimilarity between all pair of items recommended to a given user. The novelty of a recommender system generally refers to how different it is with respect to "what has been previously seen", by a specific user, or by a community as a whole.
Recommender systems having good recommender accuracy may not be stable [1] .This paper mainly focuses on stability of the recommender system. Papers published in the related previous literature [3] focused on improving the stability of a recommender system using bagging and iterative smoothening. Stability of a recommender system can be defined as the consistency of a recommender system over new data. For example, a recommender system uses training data and recommends items X and Y to the user. After consuming X, This data is added to the training data. After getting trained by this new training data, if the recommender system doesn"t recommends item Y to the user, then the system is said to be unstable. In this literature, the traditional recommender algorithms are wrapped by genetic -repetitive smoothening approach. And, it has been shown that, the stability of the recommender system has been enhanced.
The paper is organized as followed; initially recommender systems and its enhancements have been described and then, existing techniques for recommendation algorithm stability are presented. Then, the proposed genetic-repetitive smoothening is presented. The experimental studies show that the stability of recommender system has been enhanced over original algorithm.
Related work: 2.1 Recommender system
Content-based recommender system is one of the traditional approaches [4] . Items rated by the user both implicitly and explicitly are taken as reference and new items are recommended to the user. Collaborative filtering approach is another traditional approach. Here, users having similar characteristics are grouped to form a neighborhood. And, the actions of a user like his ratings, etc… are analyzed and recommended to another user having same characteristics. The Hybrid approach has been proposed [15] which takes both item level information and user level information to provide good recommendations to the user.
Adding to traditional approaches, some modern recommender systems take the present context of the user and give recommendations [5] . The contextual information about a user may include time, day, location, and mood of the user. This information may be collected using explicit surveys or implicit surveys using timestamp and GPS. For example, a trolley bag is always recommended to the user during a long weekend and during holidays than normal days. Semantic-based recommender system is advancements in recommender systems [6] . Item descriptions and reviews are represented in texts. Many times, the keywords representing an item may not be sufficient for a recommender system to recommend an item to a customer. And, reviews explicitly written by the users are in textual techniques. Text mining techniques like document classification and clustering are helpful to determine the structure of the text. There is a huge literature on text mining; the ontological approach is one of the most known techniques. The stability of a recommender system defines as the resistance of an algorithm"s prediction with respect new data. It is measured using root mean square shift [7] .
In the above equation, P1 is the prediction made on original rating data set and P2 is the prediction made on combination of original rating set and predictions from P1. (u,i) denotes user item pair.
Bagging and iterative smoothening techniques were proposed in previous literature [3] . Bagging takes known ratings as training data D with and unknown sample (whose rating has to be predicted) as S/D. The training data is then divided into batches. And, the recommender algorithm is applied on each batch of known rating data. Iterative smoothening is another approach. The Initial model is built on Known training data D using a recommender algorithm. This model is used to predict unknown data S/D. In the second iteration, predicted training data is added to initial training data and a new model is built to predict unknown samples. This process repeats till accurate predictions are obtained.
Genetic approach
The genetic algorithmic approach was developed by John Holland in early 1960"s [8] . A Genetic algorithm works with a concept of fitness evaluation of a chromosome. Genetic algorithm is a form of machine learning technique. Unlike classic algorithms, genetic algorithms produce offsprings. A chromosome is considered as a collection of gene. In genetic algorithms, cross operator and mutation operator is generally applied on the chromosome. Crossover operator is applied on chromosomes with a good fitness function. It involves swapping genes in two chromosomes to form successor chromosome(s) with better fitness function as compared to its predecessors. Mutation is another important operator in genetic approach. It involves random shuffling of genes within the chromosomes. A Fitness function is used to evaluate the eligibility of a chromosome to survive. It changes from domain to domain. The generalized algorithm for the genetic algorithm is given below. 1) Consider a population of chromosome X. 2) Calculate fitness of each chromosome x1,x2….xn.
3) Select chromosome with good fitness function xk, xm. 4) From the above set of population, pick two chromosoms with good fitness. 5) Apply crossover-Shift some elements from first chromosome to second and vice-versa 6) Apply mutation-Shift the position of elements within the chromosome 7) Repeat step 2 8) Until population with good fitness function is generated.
Proposed Approach
Input: Known Rating Data "R" , Recommender algorithm "T" , min_acc , min_chrom, Unknown data "P".
Algorithm:
Step1: Known Rating data is divided into two parts, training data "D" and testing data "C". Step2: Use a recommender system "T" and create a model M using training data "D". Step3: The accuracy of the model "M" is tested on "C".
Step 4: If, model accuracy > min_acc
Step 5: Apply Model "M" on "P" (M->P)
Step 6: Divide P ϵ p i ,n equal batches (p1, p2,…….,pn) and consider each "p i " as a chromosome.
Step 7: Repeat for each "p i "
Step 8: Consider a chromosome
Step 9: Apply crossover and mutation on chromosomes "D" and "p i " to form "p ic ".
Step 10: Create a model using recommender algorithm on "p ic " and check the predictions on C.
Step 11: If, Model accuracy> min_acc-Fitness function
Step 12: count=count+1
Step 13: End If count> min_chrom, Step 14: Increase classifier accuracy
Step 15: End if
Step 16: End In Genetic repetitive smoothening technique, the available rating data is divided into training data "D" and test data "C". This training data is taken as input to a recommender algorithm and a model is built. After testing the accuracy of the model on test data, this model is applied on Unknown data "P". The predicted rating data "P" is divided into batches (p 1 ,p 2 ,………,p n ).
Consider each "p i " as a chromosome and each predicted rating in the chromosome "p i " as a gene in the chromosome. In the same way, consider training data D as another chromosome.
Apply crossover and mutation over predicted data and training data. Built a model over this data and apply on testing data "C". If accuracy of the model is greater than min_acc defined by the user, the p i is said to be stable. Repeat the same process for each value of p i .
If the number of batches crossing min_acc is less than min-chrom, Increase the classifier accuracy by using techniques like cross-validation , bootstrap , random sampling [9] etc… and apply from step 7 again.
Experimental study
In our experimental study, Standard Movie Lens 100K Dataset is taken as input. The data is divided into training data(75%) and test data(25%). Two recommender systems are considered, and stability is compared before and after applying our proposed technique.
Recommender algorithms
Singular value decomposition and weighted slope one approach is used as reference algorithm to show improvements is stability.
Singular value decomposition
In matrix factorization, the matrix is divided into parts in away when combined results in the original matrix. It is used to discover the inherent relationship between two entities in the matrix. For example, two users rate a movie with five rating if both like the hero, heroin or genres etc… these latent features are analyzed by matrix factorization technique. The singular value decomposition is a matrix factorization technique. In SVD, a m×n matrix is split into 3 parts as follows.
= × ×
Here, "S" is the singular value matrix "X". "R" is the rank of matrix "X". Rank is directly proportional to linear independent rows or columns in a matrix. In the present experiment, SVD learns the known rating matrix and unknown rating is estimated as product of user and item matrix. SVD++ is an advanced function of SVD, where it considers both implicit and explicit feedback by the user [12] . Both the algorithms use stochastic gradient descent approach for training purpose. The stability of matrix factorization technique is affected by the sequence of training data fed for learning process.
Slope one approach
Slope one recommender algorithm is both user based and system based [13] . Two parameters should be considered for slope one approach. 1) The Neighborhood of users who rated the same item.
2) The rating information of the user on other items. Slope one approach combines both parameters for recommendations. It is denoted as, R" uj (j)= R uj +d ij , Here, "u" is the user, "i" is the item (whose rating is to be predicted ) , j is item"s the rating by user "u". R uj is the rating of user "u" on item "j". d ij is the average difference between ratings of item "i" and "j" by other users. Another variation of slope one approach is weighted slope one approach. Where, "R" uj (j)" is proportional to the total number of users having rated both items "i" and "j".
Dataset
Movie lens 100K dataset [10] is considered for evaluation of proposed system. The dataset has 100000 ratings by 943 users on 1682 items. Each user has rated at least 20 movies. Every movie has a movie id , movie title release data, IMDB url and genre. The user information has information like user id, age, Gender, occupation and zip code.
Parameters for genetic repetitive smoothing approach
The model trained on the known rating data is applied on unknown rating data to predict the ratings. Here, model accuracy is ensured to be more than 0.9. In case of less accuracy, the classifier accuracy has been enhanced using techniques in [9] . The predictions made by the model on unknown data are considered. These predicted ratings have been divided into n batches and each batch is considered as a chromosome. Based on analysis it has been observed to divide the predicted ratings into 10-30 parts. As the number of batches increases, the number of iterations increases and hence, time complexity increases. Initially, the crossover is applied on a set of chromosomes from known chromosomes "D" and predicted chromosome "pi". Stratified sampling [14] is used to select dϵD. The advantage of stratified sampling is sample proportion of data is selected from each class in original data. It has been observed that mutation doesn"t result much change in stability and is optional. A model is prepared based on p i U d and its accuracy is checked. If accuracy crosses min_acc, it means the model is satisfying fitness function. In the present experiment, the min_acc value is considered to be 0.85. If in any case, a chromosome is not satisfying min_acc, the fitness is increased by using more samples from "D" and increasing the classifier accuracy. The stability of matrix factorization approach is very high at the initial stage and decreases as the number of iterations increases. But, after certain iterations, stability is again increased. Stability of slope one approach remained constant for few iterations and increased as the number of iterations increased. Stability From the above table it has been observed that singular value decomposition has more positive effect with the present approach than slope one approach.
Conclusion and Future scope
The stability of recommender system using GeneticRepetitive smoothening approach is demonstrated. It has been observed that the stability of a recommender system has significant improvement in SVD as compared to slope one approach. In future, this technique can also be applied to other recommender algorithms. This technique is not tested on big databases which may have memory issues. But, at its initial stage, it shows good improvement in enhancing recommender system"s stability.
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